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Prospecting
Lemay Road Property

Big Pic Forest

Abstract

The Lemay property falls on the north side of the Lemay Rd. in the Big
Pick Forest. Located within the Big Pic Forest are several operating gold
mines. The mining claim was prospected to locate any sign of
mineralization that could lead to commercial potential.

A one man crew spent 5 days surveying newly acquired mining claims.

Lemay Road Property
Grass Roots Prospecting Program

Lou Paleczny  Prospector’s Licence # 2001922
Mar. 06, 2023
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1.0 Survey Details

1:1 Project Name
This project is known as the Lemay Road Property

1:2 Location
The Lemay Road Property is located in the Big Pic Forest,

approximately 42 km north of Manitouwadge, Ont. It is located
within the Thunder Bay Mining Division. Coordinates of the
property are  in the NAD 85, Zone 16N.

1:3 Access
Access to the property was obtained with a 4x4 truck

travelling west from Manitouwadge, Ontario on the Caramat
Industrial Road. The Caramat Industrial Road turns northward, and
at the 42 Km marker the Lemay Road was taken west for 2.5 Km.
Access to the claim is on the north side of the road by foot.

1:4 Ownership
Claim # 653211 and # 743706 is held by Lou Paleczny

Prospector Licence #2001922
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2:0 Survey of Work Undertaken

2:1 Survey Log
Sept 17, 2022 - Performed Traverse 5hrs
Sept 24, 2022 - Performed Traverse 4.5hrs
Oct 08, 2022 - Performed Traverse 3.5 hrs
Oct 09, 2022 - Performed Traverse 4hrs
Oct 29, 2022 - Performed Traverse 2.5hrs

2:2 Personnel
Lou Paleczny of Manitouwadge, Ont. performed the

prospecting traverses.

2:3 Traverse Specifications and Purpose
The purpose of the prospecting traverse was to:

a) Determine access and possible access issues
b) Survey the land for possible mineral deposits
c) Survey the river for possible mineral deposits
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3.0 Overview of Survey Results

3:1 Summary of Traverses
The Lemay Road Property sits at the base of a series

of hills. It is surrounded on three sides by the White Otter River,
and within a couple of hundred yards of the Everest Creek. Access
to the claim was made by cleaning up a series of old walking trails.
The Topography of the land, and location of several gold mines in
the area, lead to the possibilities of gold deposits on or near the
claim.

In traversing from the southwestern side of the claim
moving northwards upstream of the White Otter River, no outcrops
were located. In the White Otter River there were areas of sand
deposits along the bank that could produce mineral deposits.
Due to the heavy fall rains the river's water level was very high and
was moving quickly in areas. I was unable to hand sample by
panning.

3:2 Recommendations
The steep embankment along the river system should

be prospected in the future to search for evidence of outcrops, or
lode deposits. In the summer months when water levels are lower
hand sampling the sand deposits along the river’s banks to check
for evidence of mineral deposits.

3:3 Conclusion
Traversing the Western side of the mining claim along

the river has produced some areas of interest that hopefully will
produce some mineral deposits when hand sampling is possible.
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Map of Claims

Distances traversed and surveyed along western
side of claims.
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Log Submission of Performed Traverse:

Sept 17/22 - Traversed an area 0.03km2 starting in the southwest corner
of claim 653211 just off Lemay Rd and Everest Creek.
Soil conditions were sandy with light gravel just off Lemay Rd 5-10m to
the bank of the White Otter river , light underbrush. Moving north up
stream the soil has grass and vegetation with black earth and 20m plus
to the east away from the river bank poplar and spruce trees getting
quite thick in areas with underbrush.

Sept 24/22 - Traversed an area 0.02km2 starting from the Sept 17/22
northeast position. Tall grass to the west with skeg all the way to the
swamp area. To the northeast underbrush and mixed forest.

Oct 08/22 - Traversed an area 0.02km2 starting from the Sept 24/22
southeast corner. Tall grass and underbrush with smaller spruce trees
moving northwest towards the riverbank. The river bank is sandy with
some gravel, Otter river has large and small rocks with a sand and
gravel base. Took interest in large sand deposits in areas with slow
moving water and at bends in the river. Due to the heavy rainfall the
water levels are too deep and moving fast to safely take hand panning
samples.
Oct 9/22 - Traversed an area 0.01km2 starting from the Oct 08/22
southeast corner. Moving northwest ground was black earth solid with
tall grass and underbrush with small patches of mixed trees.Otter river
has large and small rocks with a sand and gravel base. Took interest in
large sand deposits in areas with slow moving water and at bends in the
river. Due to the heavy rainfall the water levels are too deep and moving
fast to safely take hand panning samples.

Oct 29/22 - Traversed an area 0.01km starting from the Oct 09/22
southwest corner. Moving north ground was black earth solid with tall



grass and underbrush with small patches of mixed trees.Otter river has
large and small rocks with a sand and gravel base. Took interest in large
sand deposits in areas with slow moving water and at bends in the river.
Due to the heavy rainfall the water levels are too deep and moving fast
to safely take hand panning samples.
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Appendix B: Correction Update - Travel Cost
Report #5733
Transaction I.D. 96989
Claim # 653211 and #743706
Lou Paleczny - Prospector Licence # 2001922
Client # 10006379

Mileage claimed at the rate of 0.68 cent per Km as per
the Government of Canada’s Automobile and Motor
Vehicle Allowances.

For the Dates listed in B-001 mileage claims for travel to
mining claims 653211 and 743706 and back home.
Mileage was calculated using Avenza maps measuring
tool.

B-001:
Sept 17, 2022 to claim 50km, return home 50km
Sept 24, 2022 to claim 50km, return home 50km
Oct 08, 2022 to claim 50km, return home 50km
Oct 09, 2022 to claim 50km, return home 50km
Oct 29, 2022 to claim 50km, return home 50km
Total Kms driven - 500km
Rate per Km - 0.68 cent
Total cost $340.00

Total mileage cost for driving to perform work at the Lemay
Road Property, Big Pic Forest mining claim is $340.00 for 5
days.
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